
Shop the latest light styles

LIGHTING SALE]
Winter Warmer

Climene Pendant
The ever popular Climene is 
now available in all new timber 
colours! Choose between an Oak 
or Walnut finish in a range of sizes, 
to suit your home.
Great over kitchen islands.

Also available in a black, white, 
or brushed aluminium finish.

1180mm $469.00
1800m $569.00
2400mm $669.00

Festoon Lights
Create a cosy and welcoming 
outdoor atmopshere with our 
new range of festoon lights!

These safe, low voltage outdoor 
lights are available in a black or 
white cable, with warm white or 
coloured globes.

10 bulb fixed kit $89.95
10 bulb hanging kit $99.95
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GRANADILLOS FLOOR LAMP
The striking matt black finish is sure to bring a 
moody hue to any room in your home $289.00
Also available in a table lamp $149.00

GROMOLA  CEILING LIGHT
With its black and champagne finish and indirect 
LED light source, this angelic statement piece will 
have guests looking up in admiration $289.00

NEWTOWN PENDANT
This pendant combines an organically shaped wire 
shade with a striking black finish. Pair with your 
favourite filament globe to compete the look $89.95
Also available in a 3 light pendant $249.00

Architectural style: Black beauty 

COPILLOS PENDANT LIGHT
With modern black vapourised glass, a black metal 
structure and integrated LED lights, this pendant is 
great for modern & contemporary homes $569.00

CREMELLA PENDANT LIGHT
This decorative pendant features black steel bands 
that spiral into a drum shade. The spiraling design 
creates fascinating shadows within any room $219.95

POZUETA PENDANT LIGHT
Simplistic design to blend seamlessly into vintage, 
retro, industrial & modern homes. Pair with a 
filament globe to complete the look $49.95
Also available in 3 or 5 light pendant

BERNABETA PENDANT LIGHT
Featuring black cylindrical shades completed with LED 
GU10 globes, this pendant range will add a sleek 
minimalist style to your home Single light from $99.95
Also available in 5 light and 10 light

TONARELLA PENDANT LIGHT
Featuring a warm white LED light source, this matt 
black pendant will create a stunning feature piece in 
your home $1499.00
Also available in a champagne finish

Boast a simplistic

yet bold aesthetic 

with black feature 

lighting.

Glistening diffuser design

black vapourised glass
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BERNABETA PENDANT LIGHT
Featuring black cylindrical shades completed with LED 
GU10 globes, this pendant range will add a sleek 
minimalist style to your home Single light from $99.95
Also available in 5 light and 10 light

MASERLO FLOOR LAMP
With its pure white steel & fabric composition, this lamp will create 
a beautiful atmosphere in modern & contemporary homes $169.00
Also available in a table lamp $79.95

CARLTON TABLE LAMP
Featuring a white and honey gold steel frame, and a white fabric 
shade, this striking geometric cut out table lamp is perfect for
bedrooms in modern and contemporary homes $179.00
Matching pendant range also available

RAZONI PENDANT LIGHT
Perfect for bedrooms & shared spaces, this 
pendant range features an outer wire cage 
with inner opal satinised glass $139.00
Also available in black finish

HAMBLETON TABLE LAMP
This unique table lamp is a showstopper 
with its unique laser-cut out white shade 
and satin nickel frame $89.95
Floor lamp $299.00

SABINAR PENDANT LIGHT
With its organic shaped metal shade and 
timber feature stem, this pendant is great 
over kitchen benches & bedrooms. Available 
in small, medium or large. From $119.00

STAVERTON PENDANT LIGHT
Create fascinating combinations of shadows 
& light with this pendants steel twisted wire. 
Great for vintage & industrial styles $149.00
Also available in a black finish

CLIMENE PENDANT LIGHT
A Linear LED pendant that offers excellent lighting over dining tables and kitchen island 
benches. A sleek pendant suitable for all décors. 1180mm $469.00
Also available in a variety of length and finishes to suit different home styles

Simplistic elegance: white

2 metre drop

Laser cut out
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RONDO PENDANT LIGHT
A classic design of brass matt finished steel with a 
white, opal-matte glass. Also available in black and 
satin nickel finishes in four sizes. From $89.95

ALOBRASE PENDANT LIGHT
The organically shaped glass of this pendant will 
suit many different décorating styles. Pair with an 
E27 globe to complete the look
Small $199.00 Large $349.00

TAMARESCO TABLE LAMP
The stunning outer white velvet shade paired 
with brushed brass metalware will add a luxe 
appeal to any home $149.00
Also available in velvet grey/satin nickel

VALPARAISO PENDANT LIGHT
Featuring stepped rows of stunning crystals to 
create a sparking feature within your home - this 
pendant is a true show stopper. From $1099.00

FONDACHELLI  FLOOR LAMP
Sit back & relax with this sleek steel tripod floor lamp 
completed with a modern textile shade $279.00
Also available in black and satin nickel finishes

Glits & glam: GOLD ranges]

VALLASPRA PENDANT LIGHT
Add a touch of class over your kitchen island 
bench or dining table with this contemporary yet 
elegant pendant light $349.00

Velvety touch

Stunning crystals

Tamaresco pendant $349.00
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Natural living: timber style

LAYHAM PENDANT LIGHT
A beautiful vintage piece featuring a brown rustic wood with black steel highlights. This 
pendant will pair nicely with your favourite LED filament globes $469.00
Also available in a 7 light pendant $569.00

OLDBURY PENDANT LIGHT
Create the perfect vintage feature with this black steel and rustic wood pendant. Pair with your 
favourite LED filament globes to complete the look $549.00
2 light pendant $469.00 5 light pendant $699.00

AMSFIELD PENDANT LIGHT
A natural cane pendant which will be sure to add warmth to 
your living areas whist creating mesmerising light and shadows  
$249.00

HORNWOOD TABLE LAMP
Featuring a combination of black metalware and timber
highlights, this lamp allows for functional lighting with a
designer look $119.00
Matching pendant range also available

BOYAL CEILING LIGHT
Comprised of a wooden design and completed with a warm white 
LED light source, this natural design will suit any décor $199.00
Also available in table lamp and pendant

Vintage feature

Unique timber finish
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BALNARIO PENDANT LIGHT
An asymmetrical black steel pendant with black fabric shades. A simplistic, 
yet bold choice that will add texture to modern homes $399.00
Matching table & floor lamp also available

MANTUNALLE PENDANT LIGHT
The chic appeal of mid-century modern. Completed with a ribbed opal glass 
& contemporary black metalware, this is a stunning feature piece $349.00
Also available in a single pendant $109.00

PASSA WALL LIGHT
A cylindrical style interior wall light suitable for modern and contemporary 
homes. Projecting both an up and down light, this light will add both a 
classy and stylish look to your home $79.95
Also available in a black finish 

SELVINO PENDANT LIGHT
With its black vapourised glass and black cable, this pendant provides a 
magical look, like its walking on air. This bewitching pendant looks great 
over a kitchen table or breakfast bar $79.95

GOROSIBA PENDANT LIGHT
With its black vapourised glass & black metalware, this pendant is nothing 
short of tasteful. Add elegance to modern and contemporary homes $299.00
Also available in single and 5 light pendants

ZUBIALDE WALL LIGHT 
A modern steel wall light that projects both an up and down warm white 
light and is completed with a tiltable front plate. A practical yet stylish light 
suitable for hallways, bedrooms and living areas $109.00
Also available in matt white

Style it your way: modern]

Tiltable plate
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CARLTON PENDANT LIGHT
The striking geometric steel cut outs will create lovely light and shadows in your 
home. A stunning piece to place over kitchen island benches, in shared areas and even 
bedrooms. Small $149.00 Medium $249.00 Large $369.00

LUBENHAM 1 PENDANT LIGHT
This antique nickel finish pendant will add an industrial elegance to any room. A great 
touch to living areas and over kitchen island benches $199.00
Also available in a three-light pendant $469.00

LUBENHAM  TABLE LAMP
Featuring matt black metalware with solid timber highlights, this lamp will 
add a soft industrial look to any room it enters $129.00
Also available in a floor lamp $229.00

MENTALONA PENDANT LIGHT
A pendant range distinguished by its beautiful, simplistic terrazzo design. 
This pendant will suit many interior styles $649.00
Single light pendant  $139.00

Make a statement: industrial

Terrazzo design
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BOCAL DIY BATTEN FIX
This Moroccan inspired light features 
an intricate shade of laser cut outs 
and creates beautiful shadows $69.95
Also available in matt black and 
brushed copper

HAMBLETON DIY BATTEN FIX
A stunning laser-cut out steel shade 
that will create nature inspired
patterns on your ceiling $109.00

WRINGTON DIY BATTEN FIX
A steel black net-styled outer that will 
add personality to any room. Pair with a 
stunning vintage globe $49.95

CARLTON DIY BATTEN FIX
The striking geometric steel cut 
outs will create stunning light and 
shadows in your home $79.95
Available in a range of finishes

Live easier with smart lighting: my control

SMART PLUG MY CONTROL
Turn any device into a smart device by
plugging it into this smart plug  $34.95

LED GLOBE MY CONTROL
Turn your favourite fittings into smart lights 
with E27 or B22 RGB/Tunable White smart 
globes $24.95

LED STRIP KIT MY CONTROL
A 5m LED RGB strip kit complete with plug 
in driver for easy DIY installation $149.00

ROYSTAR MY CONTROL
Transform your space according to your mood with the 
smart Roystar RGB/Tunable White downlight $59.95
9W Tunable White $34.95

Close Up

Timers & Schedules
Make your daily life easier by 

setting timers and schedules to suit 

your routine.

Voice Commands
Controllable via intelligent voice

assistants such as Google Home, 

Amazon Echo & Siri.

No electrician required: DIY
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Modern and flexible: Spots & downlights
DAVIDA 2 SPOTLIGHTS
Select from a 1, 2, 3 or 4 light spot, this range provides great directional or accent lighting in your 
room, and includes 4000K dimmable GU10 globes. Range from $69.95

BUZZ  SPOTLIGHTS
An economical spot range in satin nickel finish Includes 
4000K dimmable GU10 lamps. 3 light spot $139.95
Also available in 1 light, 2 light and 4 light

$69.95

$109.00

$159.00

$199.00

RIPPA DOWNLIGHT
A 9W LED dimmable tri-colour downlight with all the bells and whistles at a 
price to please the budget $14.95

HOT PRICE

Matt black or mat white

SERAS SPOTLIGHTS
A steel black or white spot perfect for highlighting specific parts of your room. 
Includes neutral white dimmable GU10 lamps and is available in a variety of 
sizes. Three-light spot $189.00

ROYSTAR DOWNLIGHT
A fully featured dimmable tri-colour LED downlight that can be used consistently 
thoughout your home. Available with an array of interchangeable trims (sold
separately) to suit your decor. 9W from $17.95. 12W from $24.95

ROYSTAR DOWNLIGHT TRIMS
Change the trim on your Roystar to suit your decor. With 17 different
interchangeable trims to choose from, choose between flat, recessed, gimbal 
& extension faces in five fashion colours. Trims from $8.00

Blends seamlessly
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LARA TABLE LAMP
A task lamp in a variety of colours and finishes to suit your décor. From $29.95
USB models available in black, white or satin nickel. From $39.95

LARA CLAMP LAMP
Create directional lighting wherever you need with this fun and verstile range. 
Simply clip on, plug in, and you’re ready to go! From $24.95

LARA 2 LIGHT FLOOR LAMP
Complete your task area with a floor 
lamp. Features two rotational heads and 
individual switches. From $109.95

Complete your study area: Task Lamps

NEW

Adjustable head

10 stylish finishes

LARA FLOOR LAMP
Easily relocatable to any area you need 
light! Fits a standard E27 globe. From 
$69.95
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JASPER TABLE LAMP
A stylish modern task lamp with an elegant matt finish.
Available in matt black, matt white, pastel green or pastel pink $39.95

CONNOR TABLE LAMP
The greatest desk assistant featuring a tri colour 4.5W LED light and wireless 
charging capabilities. Available in a black or white with a timber finish $99.95

BEN FLOOR, TABLE AND CLAMP LAMP RANGE
Featuring an integrated LED light and easy access switch, this range boasts a 
subtle look suitable for all your favourite task areas. Floor lamp $89.95

$89.95

$39.95

$39.95

COPPER VAPORISED GLOBES
Spruce up your favourite fittings with our new range of copper vapourised 
globes. These decorative globes will create a pleasant atmosphere in your home. 
Range from $20.95

Complete the look: Globes

ASSORTED DECORATIVE GLOBES
Customise your fittings with our unique range of light globes. Choose between
different colours, finishes, shades and sizes, you can have your light, your way
Globes from $14.95

Wireless Charging!

4.5W integrated LED
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TABIANO 2 VANITY LIGHT
A top seller, this 600mm vanity light has a tri-colour switchable LED, allowing 
you to make the perfect choice for your bathroom illumination $199.00
Also available in 900mm $249.00
Also available in matt white and matt black finishes

ROMENDO 2 VANITY LIGHT
This stylish wall light is a great addition to modern bathrooms. Featuring a 
tri-colour LED light, this light will meet your bathroom needs $139.00
Also available in a five light $229.00

PALMITAL 2 VANITY LIGHT
This 900mm LED tri-colour wall light provides great lighting over larger 
bathroom mirrors whist looking sleek with its black matt finish $229.00
Also available in 600mm $159.00

SIDERNO VANITY LIGHT
Featuring a neutral white LED light, this black vanity light is a simplistic design 
that will spruce up any style of bathroom. 580mm  $189.00
Also available in 350mm $139.00 & 900mm $249.00

Bring your bathroom to life: Vanity
PALMERA 1 VANITY LIGHT
A bathroom vanity light in brass matt & white opal matt glass. 
With an IP44 rating, it is great for use around a bathroom vanity $179.00
Also available in a single light $129.00

Tri-colour LED

Transparent
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INFERNO HEAT, VENT & LIGHT
1000W halogen heat with 4x5W neutral white GU10 lamps. Features 
high extraction of 550m3/h. Available in a matt black or matt white finish 
$499.00

VESUVIUS HEAT, VENT & LIGHT
2x 275W infrared heat lamps with 8W LED R80 replaceable light.
White finish $129.00
Also available in 4 heat model $169.00

HEATFLOW HEAT, VENT & LIGHT
2x 275W infrared heat lamps with 12W 4200K LED light. Available in a matt 
black or matt white finish $249.00
Also available in 4 heat model $299.00

Keep warm this winter: Bathroom heat

High extraction 460m3/h

Heat, vent & light
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STRADBROKE 48” | 122cm DC FAN WITH LED LIGHT
Matt white, matt black of titanium finish $299.00
No light models also available from $249.00
E27 models also available from $269.00

WAIKIKI 52” | 132cm AC FAN
Brushed brass/ white matt blades, antique bronze/ walnut blades,
satin nickel/ washed oak blades, matt black or matt white. From $199.00
Optional light kit and 4 speed remote kit sold separately

A perfect breeze all year round: Ceiling fans

5 fashion finishes

Iluka hugger ceiling fan from $369.00
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TOURBILLION 80” | 203cm DC FAN
Matt black, matt white, satin nickel or titanium $799.00
Also avaialble in 60” size $699.00
Optional LED light kit sold separately

TORQUAY 56” | 142cm DC FAN
Oil rubbed bronze, matt white or matt black from $379.00
20W LED tri-colour models also available from $429.00
Also available in 42” and 48” sizes

ILUKA 52” | 132cm DC FAN
Matt white, matt black or rustic timber finish from $349.00
Light models also available from $399.00
Ceiling hugger models also available from $369.00

SEACLIFF 44” | 112cm DC FAN
Matt white / gessami oak blades, black matt/ light walnut blades, matt black 
or matt white from $269.00
15W LED tri-colour light models also available from $299.00

BONDI 48” | 122cm AC FAN
Matt black, matt white or titanium finish available from $219.00
20W LED tri-colour models also available from $269.00
Also available in 52” sizes

NOOSA 52” | 132cm DC FAN WITH LED LIGHT
Matt white, matt black, titanium or timber finishes available from $579.00
No light models available from $529.00
Also available in 40”, 46” and 60” sizes

New season style

BEST SELLER!

Suits low ceilings
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VILLAGRAZIA WALL LIGHT
A 400mm powder-coated black structure with a 
glistening polished glass body $179.00
Also available in a 300mm size $149.00
Both sizes also available in white

MIRANDOLA WALL LIGHT
A stunning white cast aluminium wall light that is 
both simplistic yet aesthetic. Pair with your favourite 
LED filament globe to create the perfect look $129.00
Also available in matt black

ALAMONTE 3 WALL LIGHT
A trendy black finish wall light with linear cut outs. 
Pairs perfectly with a vintage LED globe $129.00

CASCINETTA WALL LIGHT
A welcoming cylindrical wall light with an IP44
rating. A wonderful addition to modern and
contemporary homes  $129.00
Also available in black

DUANERA WALL LIGHT
In full UV stabilised plastic construction, this corrosion 
proof exterior is great for coastal applications. It can 
also be converted to mount both upwards &
downwards. Available in white or black $29.95
Sensor models also available $49.95

CALPINO WALL LIGHT
Project a warm white up-down light from this cast
aluminium wall light. Create a narrow or wide beam 
light with the adjustable interior light shields $99.95
Also available in black

Warm up your outdoor space: Exterior
Glistening effect

Adjustable beam angle

Reversible

Crn of Mulgoa Rd &
Wolseley Street
PENRITH NSW 2750

P: (02) 4737 8960
W: harverynormanlighting.com.au




